Conventional wisdom regarding the value of prevention in addressing health and health care costs suggests that:

- Only 3% of health care expenditures in the US are devoted to prevention;
- This clearly indicates that prevention receives inadequate funding compared to treatment;
- If more spending were devoted to prevention, total health care spending would decline;
- Community-based prevention efforts are generally more cost-effective than clinical preventive services.

This talk addresses these assertions using results from a series of projects designed to help us better understand the role of prevention in improving health and controlling costs. First, we assess the amount spent on prevention and find that that nearly 9% of national health expenditures are devoted to prevention — roughly three times commonly-cited values. We summarize evidence for the relative cost-effectiveness of prevention and treatment and describe a tool for understanding the appropriate allocation of healthcare spending to prevention versus treatment. The tool incorporates a Markov model of the flow of individuals among states of health, where the transition rates are governed by the magnitude of appropriately-lagged expenditures in each of these spending categories. Finally, we review evidence regarding the cost-effectiveness of community-based prevention and discuss ongoing work to develop an analytical structure for conducting and synthesizing research on the value of non-clinical prevention.
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